Two types of GABA-accumulating neurons in the superficial gray layer of the cat superior colliculus.
Two types of neuron in the upper superficial gray layer of the cat superior colliculus accumulated exogenous 3H-gamma-aminobutyric acid intensely. The first type was a horizontal cell with a fusiform cell body, horizontal dendrites, a low synaptic density, but a high percentage of cortical synaptic contacts. This cell had presynaptic dendrites. The second type was a granule cell (type A) with a small round cell body, thin and obliquely oriented dendrites, a moderate synaptic density, and few cortical synaptic contacts. These two types differed in size, shape, dendritic morphology, and patterns of synaptic input. They likely participate in different inhibitory mechanisms. Four types of unlabeled neurons were also identified. Type B granule cells were found only within the upper subdivision of the superficial gray layer. They had moderate-sized cell bodies, a high synaptic density, and numerous somatic spines. A third type of granule cell (type C) was found only in the deep subdivision of the superficial gray. This type had a low synaptic density and spines that contained synaptic vesicles. Vertical fusiform and stellate forms were also found. We conclude that at least six types of neurons populate the upper superficial gray layer of the cat superior colliculus.